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Never been so disinterested in a Choice of game. Every character has the same voice, everyone vomits exposition at the drop of
a hat, and the pacing of the game is spotty. I didn't care about any of the characters, or about the backstory. The frequent
flashbacks were annoying as hell. The fight and assassination scenes were good, but that's about it. Overall, the writing on this
game was seriously weak.. Don't mind my playtime on this, as I've previously beaten this game on the iPhone version. This is
easily among my favorite, if not being my absolute favorite, of the interactive novels presented by Choice of Games/Hosted
Games. If the alluring fantasy of being a sleek, cool assassin in fiction has ever appealed to you, whether it's through playing
Hitman, The Darkness, or taking on the Dark Brotherhood quests in the Elder Scrolls series, or being enthralled by movies like
John Wick and Pulp Fiction, this game is for you. The writing does a great job of making your character feel formidable and
impressive, and rewards how you want to personally characterize them from their personality to their skill set with a rich and
interesting set of possibilities. It's one of the closest and most rewarding things I've found outside of some other conventional
video games that lets you more or less live out what it would be like to be the star in a high octane action film. I would freely
encourage anyone who thinks they might be interested to check out COG's other games/novels as well (all the free demos let
you play out the first three chapters, giving you a fair taste of whether it'll hold your interest or not, so you can't really go wrong
there), as I've found most of them to be pretty enjoyable, but I can definitely say there's probably nothing else they can offer
that's quite like this. Of course, the story isn't 100% realistic, but where's the fun in that? If you can suspend your disbelief
enough for an interactive novel the same way you would for 1980's Bruce Willis and Arnold Schwarzenegger movies, but don't
want a story that's completely mindless or unbelievable, give the demo a shot at the very least (no pun intended). Not many of
their games are usually $5 on Steam, but I'd say this is one of the instances where it's definitely worth it. The first time I beat
this game, I immediately started another playthrough. This is one I can definitely see myself coming back to again and again
over time. It'd be a mistake not to try it if you think you might even be the least bit interested.. I don't often write reviews but I
saw that this game only has 8 at the time of writing this so I figured it deserved a boost. I've played a good number of Choice of
Games titles and a couple Hosted Games titles and I wouldn't rate this one at the highest but it certaintly wasn't bad. I play all of
the games in one sitting (if possible) and I completed this on in 3.6 hours, not a bad length and the story had enough to keep me
entertained the whole way through. If you're a fan of the games this is one I'd recommend.. Absolutely fantastic game! From the
second I started playing I was hooked. The writing is great, the pacing is terrific and the detail is engrossing. Ive always enjoyed
Choice of Games and Im really happy that theres finally an assassin COG. There are a ton of options and different ways to play
through the game, which I first got on my phone. I've now played it a second and third time. I keep discovering more and more.
I like how you can really choose to be the kind of assassin you want to be. Definitely recommended.. I actually liked the story a
lot on the first playthrough. Yes, it might be a little easy to see through in parts, but I feel like that about a lot of stories . I read a
lot and you learn to recognize patterns after a while. I liked the writing, too, even though it might perhaps be a little better every
now and then. The fact alone that I'm rating this game should show I like it . I usually don't write reviews.
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